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Unit 7

Word meaning Word meaning

cardiovascular ┘ろのわ┈┚ ぁ┙┤╄ゎ elderly ぎ¨わ┇ ╃┈┙み

centenarian
 ╄ゑあゎｷ ぜ╄ゑい100

ん┈い Expectation っ ‡は ◯ß ◯┤

commentary  ねóろあ┤ｷく』í geriatric  Ä┼ß┻ó〉ｷぽ╆┯い
Cycle Ä┰┇╃┾わ┇ ┽ßのú Honour  れ┯┙úｷ╄はßú

Integral  £‶┈‶┋ｷ£¨óÖ╃ onerous  ぬ┈〉ｷね １ぢ╄ゎ
Supple  が╄ゎｷぎ ２óわ Vigorous  ┾ú┾〉-¢ßは
chronic ぎゎ╆ゎ deprived of ぎゎ んí╄┷ゎ
drowsy が┈¨あげ genetic make up £ぐó┯わ┇ ┘óみ╄┣わ┇
Restful ┶ú╄ゎ Shallow  £┷ぃ‶ｷれ┷｠
blizzard Äó┯ろ┨ Äけ』┈い Conceal  £ぃおúｷ£け┻ ０ú
Dispute  きü┼ｷょ┇╆げ Do away with ぎゎ 》ろ┻┣ú
Do up  ぁ┚╄úｷ┢ ２┙┧ú Do without ぎい £ぐお┣¨ú

excuse  ╃╀いｷ╃╄┙ゎ Frequently ╃╄ま┣ゎ れま〈┚
In spite of ぎゎ ゐか╄わ┇ ñろい Make up  くわÇúｷね ２けろ ０ú

Make up for 【 ２ßあ ０ú Vicinity  ╃┇ß┯わ┇(┮ú╄けわ┇)
Admiration ┗┈┯い┇ affection Ä┙┷ゎ

ailment
 【╄ゎｷ Äまいí

Äó┷』 bestow ┶ぐゑú

deserve ね┷┣¨ú due £Ö┈だげ ┢はí
Fatal  れ┤┈はｷ┢óゑゎ Reverence  ん┇╄┣┸┇-╄ú┾の┤

Life expectancy
 ╄ゑあわ┇ ぁ‶ß┣ゎ

£｠┇╄┣こô┇

UNIT 7 ŝ LONG LIFE
MODULE 3



Q Living a healthy long life is dependent on keeping yourself fit
_________and __________

Q Mental fitness means to ______________________________

Q Ways of keeping yourself mentally fit?

Q Physical fitness means to

Q Ways of keeping yourself physically fit?

Q Sleeping is important because:

Q Factors of sleep quality:



Q My mother: ｼpass me the saucepanｽ.

Q My boss: ｼlook for more information about this topicｽ.

Q Maha: ｼDonｺt speak to me like thatｽ.

Q Ahmad: ｼNever touch the hot pan with your handｽ.

Q The teacher said: ｼI teach grammar everydayｽ.

Q Fatma: ｼmy father travelled to London yesterdayｽ.

Q Emad: ｼI have never seen such a beautiful viewｽ.

Q He said: ｼsomeone here had stolen the moneyｽ.

Reported Speech

This Tomorrow

These Next week

Today Yesterday

Tonight Ago

Q He said: ｼShe is complaining about the noise that came from hereｽ.



Q They said: ｼWe were completing the project to give to our teacherｽ.

Q The policeman said: ｼI have been looking for the criminal since last nightｽ.

Q The lady said: ｼI will buy this purse for my sisterｽ.

Q The teacher asked: ｼAre you a student here?ｽ

Q The desperate man asked: ｼHave you seen a little boy?ｽ

Q My friend asked: ｼWhat are you doing now?ｽ

Q My friend asked: ｼWhere will you go next week?ｽ

Q My father asked: ｼWhy have you been sitting in the dark?ｽ



Unit 8

Word meaning Word meaning

Almond ╅ßわ Depopulation
 ┽┾い 》は┈ぐ┤

が┈ま¨わ┇
deserted ╃ß┯だゎ Export ╄ó『┤

Graduated  ┭╃┾┣ゎｷ┭ ２╄┻┣ゎ Infrastructure Äó┣┷┤ Äóぐ┚
overcrowding  ん┈┸┽╅┇ｷ╋ ２┾ま┤ Public services Äゎ┈い ┡┈ゎ┾┼

reverse  ′まあúｷ┘ろのú Rural £けú╃
Socioeconomic ¢┽┈『┣は┇ £い┈ゑ┣┰┇ Unemployment Äわ┈ぃ┚

vacant ╄か┈〉 Vice versa ┶ó┷』 ′まあわ┇í
Contentment  ┈｠╃ｷÄい┈ぐは Crown jewel  ゐゃいà┇ｷれ‒こà┇

demarcation ┽í┾┷わ┇ ゐó‶╄┤ Skyline
 ┆┈ゑ¨わ┇ ぁ┼ｷ

ねこà┇
Vertical village Äú┽ßゎ┈い Äぐú┾ゎ Astounded  れぢ╀ぐゎ-]ぢ┾ぐゎ

Bump into き┽┈『 ０ú Densely Äこ┈┧ま┚
Disturbance  ┭┈い╅┇-Äのú┈‒ゎ Embarrassed ┭╄┷ぐゎ
Far and wide ぽ╄ó┧み ぎみ┈ゎ┋ Glamour  Äó┚┿┈┰ｷる┈ゑ┰

Hub を┈〈げ ╆み╄ゎ hustle and bustle Äúßó┷わ┈┚ ゐあけゎ
Metropolis Äゑ┸┽╆ゎ Äぐú┾ゎ narrate Ä『は ¢í╄ú

Odds and ends
 ┡┈ú╄┧げｷ ┆┈ó〉┋

Äけろ┣┻ゎ
Pluck up the 

courage
Äい┈┯〈わ┇ っゑ┯┣¨ú

tranquil ¡┽┈ぢ Advantageous ぽ╄ó┧み ┡┇╆óゎ ぞ┚

leafy ╃┈┯〉à┈┚ を┈┷ゎ Make it your own
 Ä¨ゑわ っ｠í

Äó『┻〉
Palatial ゐ┻こ picturesque  れóゑ┰ｷ┗┇╀┰

Residents' 
parking

 ┡┇╃┈ó‶ くは┇ßゎ
┈ま¨わ┈┚ Ä』┈┼が

UNIT 8 ŝ TOWN AND CITY
MODULE 3



Q The advantages of living in the city:

Q The disadvantages of living in the city:

Q The advantages of living in the village:

Q The disadvantages of living in the village:

Q Rural depopulation is when

Q How to improve life in the city:

Q How to improve life in the village:



Q We seldom wait for Ahmad to arrive.

Q I have hardly arrived when the phone rang.

Q He not only played the piano, but he also sang beautifully.

Q As soon as I had reached the city, I called Maha and asked about her
mother.

Q I little noticed any annoyance from the group.

Q I have never heard of this restaurant.

Inversion



Unit 9

Word meaning Word meaning

Competent ┆くみ cookery ┺┙ぃわ┇ ぎこ

Custom-made
 ┘¨┸ ょßぐ『ゎ

┘ろぃわ┇ fix ┶ろ『ú

Mail order ┾ú╄┙わ┇ ╄┙い ┘ろぅ Mass-produced ぽ╄ó┙み ┽┇┾い┌┚ ┮┣ぐゎ
unique ╆óゑゎ Unusual ¢┽┈い ╄óか

workshop れゑい Ä〉╃í Contemporary ╄』┈あ ０ゎ
craftsman £こ ◯╄ １┸ In parallel っゎ ぎゎ┇╆┣わ┈┚
platform  Ä『ぐゎ-╄┙ぐゎ pottery き╆┻わ┇ ぎこ
promote ゐい┾ú Seamlessly Ä‶ü¨┚
socialise ╋┈ぐわ┈┚ ぁろ┣┻ú Below par Ñß┣¨ゑわ┇ がí┽

Call the shots  ゐま┷┣úｷ╄ú┾ú Immobile  ┢┚┈┨ｷへ╄┷┣ゎ ╄óか

Neck and neck
 £こ ぎó┚╃┈の┣ゎ

Ñß┣¨ゑわ┇ Put to
 ╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ ┢┷┤ っ｠ßú

る┇Ç¨わ┇ í┇
Snooker ╄みßぐ¨わ┇ Ä┙あわ Substandard Ñß┣¨ゑわ┇ がí┽

Toe the line
 í┇ がßげ┈のろわ っ‒┻ú

Äぃろ¨わ┇ ungentlemanly ┗╀だゎ ╄óか れま〈┚

appoint ぎ ２óあ ０ú bill
 がßげ┈は ょí╄〈ゎｷ

┵╄┣の ０ゎ
biography Äó┤┇┿ ぽ╄ó‶ customarily ┽┈┣あゎ れま〈┚

degree ぽ┽┈だ〉 doctorate ぽ┇╃ß┣み┽
Masterｺs degree ╄ó┣¨┰┈ゎ Minister ╄ú╅í

parliament が┈ゑわ╄┙わ┇ portfolio ¢╃┇╅í ┘『ぐゎ
resign れóの┣¨ú whereas ┈ゑぐó┚

UNIT 9 ŝ NEW WAY AND OLD WAYS
MODULE 3



Q Activities in the past:

Q Activities nowadays:

Q Reusing old buildings:

Q Building modern houses:

Q Womenｺs role in the society:

Q I keep towels for the diners to clean their hands.

Q I examined the samples in the laboratory.

Q I will wash all dishes after dinner service.

Causative



Q My father was making a wooden box.

Q We have released the new video game in every store in the city.

Q They had filled the pool with water before the guests arrived.

Q She has been counting the number of errors all morning.

Q I didnｺt write the report myself

Q The secretary wrote the report for me.

Q The plumber fixed the leak in my kitchen.

Q We didnｺt paint the room ourselves

Q The mechanic fixed my fatherｺs car.

Q My colleague corrected the exams for me.

Q She is writing the meeting summary now.

Q My mother hasnｺt baked the cake herself.

Q The mother will be cleaning the room for the boys.

Q The programmer will install the antivirus on my computer.



Q Friendly _________

Q Sickness _________

Q Beautiful _________

Q Friendship _________

Q Communication _________

Q Softly _________

Q Stylish _________

Q Argument _________

Q Affection _________

Q Marriage _________

Suffixes



Unit 10

Word meaning Word meaning

Ascend ねろ¨┣ú Attempt Äわí┈┷ゎ
Dizzying ╃┇í┽ ┘┙¨ú elite Ä┙┻げ

Exhaustion ぬ┈ぢ╃┇ extreme ┾ú┾〉
Frost-bite ┽╄┚ Äあ¨わ highlight  ╆み╄úｷñろい ┽┾〈ú

perilous ╄óぃ┼ Reconstruction Äげ┈ó』
scale ねろ¨┣ú Summit れ┙┯わ┇ Äゑは

Clamber ねろ¨┣ú Manned が┈¨げô┇ ┈だ┚ ゐま┷┣ú
Set a record £‶┈óは ゐは╃ ねの┷ú submerged ぜ┈óゑわ┈┚ ╃ßゑおゎ

Afflicted  ┆ü┣┚┈┚ ┗┈『ゎｷ【╄ゎ Alight れあ┣〈ゎ
Arson ねú╄┷わ┇ る┈あ┣こ┇ Äゑú╄┰ Austere  ┾ú┾〉ｷ£‶┈は

Come across ぬ┽┈『ú Come away with ┗ ╅ßけúｷñろい れ『┷ú
Come down  ぁ┙だúｷ】け┻ぐú Come over ╃í╆ú

Come round
 £いßわ┇ ┾óあ┣¨úｷ

ñけ〈ú Come up  ╄み╀úｷ╄だゃú

Exhilarated  ┮だ┣┙ゎｷ┾óあ‶ Fatigued  ┾だ┯ ０ゎｷ┘あ┣ ０ゎ
Traverse  ╄┙あúｷ╅┈┣┯ú Unconscious £いßわ┇ ┾は┈こ

Visible £Ö╄ゎ Assist ┾い┈¨ú
binoculars ╃┈ゃぐゎ Cope with っゎ ゐろは┌┣ú

Crave  £だ┣〈úｷぽ┾〈┚ ┘か╄ú Engulf ぜ┈óゑわ┈┚ を┈┷ゎ
Entail  ん╆ろ┣¨úｷ┘ろぃ┣ú Feat £わßぃ┚ れゑい

Gruelling  ┘ １あ┣ ０ゎｷね １ぢ╄ ０ゎ Mountaineer る┈┙┯わ┇ ねろ¨┣ゎ
Strong-willed ぽ┽┇╃ô┇ ¢ßは

UNIT 10 ŝ PUSHING THE LIMITS
MODULE 4



Q Pushing the limits means:

Q Reasons for pushing the limits:

Q Qualities needed to go on an expedition:

Q Preparing for expeditions:

Q Difficulties facing people in expeditions:

Q Advantages of breaking records:

Q Disadvantages of breaking records:



Q To form a sentence using the Past Perfect Simple we use: _______ + P.P

Q The keywords of the Present Perfect Simple are: _______ ,
_________, __________ , __________ , __________ , _______
and _________.

Q Before she went shopping, she _______ Her report.

Q My family _______ already _______ The movie when I came home.

Q By the time I _______ , the match _______

Q We placed the food back in once my father _______ the fridge.

Q As soon as the teacher _______ , she _______ us a test.

Q The police _______ after the thieves _______ the bank.

Q By the end of the lecture, she _______ Her theory.

Q Keywords of the Pass perfect continuous ______________________

Q He _______ mountains for 5 years before he _______ .

Q Ahmad _______ a minute to understand everything after the teacher
_______ for 20 minutes.

Q Manal _______ for 2 hours when her sister _______ dinner.

Q Before: ______________

Q After: _______________

Q When: _______ _______

Past Perfect Simple

Past Perfect Continuous



Unit 11

Word meaning Word meaning

Abhorrent  ┘┙┷ゎ ╄óかｷぜí╄まゎ Awe-inspiring  れぢ╀ゎｷ]ぢ┾ゎ
Concept ┋┾┙ゎ Detriment  Ñ┿┋ｷ╃╄｠
Execute ╀ ２けぐ ０ú Frontier  ┾┸ｷ┽í┾┸
Intrepid  ょ┈┯〉ｷ╄ゎ┈おゎ Mission Äゑだゎ

Orbit ╃í┾ú revere ん╄┣┷ú
Revolve 
around

╃í┾ú Sentient へ １╃┾ ０ゎ

Universe がßまわ┇ approximately  †┈┙ú╄の┤
Dispatch れ‶╄ ０ú Obscure  £け┻úｷ£ぃおú

Perceivable ぞ┣úç╃ ぎまゑú Scrutinise 》┷け┣ú
Astronomical £まろこ conducive ゐÖüゎ
exceptionally £Ö┈ぐ┧┣‶┇ れま〈┚ habitation  Ä〈óあゑわ┇ｷぎま¨わ┇

Natural 
satellites

£あó┙ぅ ╄ゑは On board Ä┙み╄ゎ ぎ┣ゎ ñろい

Opportunity Ä』╄こ Roughly  †┈┙ú╄の┤
Solar system Äó¨ゑ〈わ┇ Äいßゑ┯ゑわ┇ Superb  っÖ┇╃ｷれぢ╀ゎ

Wane く ◯あ‒ ◯ú Abnormal £あó┙ぅ ╄óか
Alert  ぞ┙ぐúｷ╃ ２╀┷ ０ú data ┡┈ゎßろあゎ
Dual £Ö┈ぐ┨ Durable Äろúßぅ ぽ┾ゎ んí┾ú

Economical ¢┽┈『┣は┇ Emission ┥┈あ┙げ┇
GPS Ä┸üゑわ┇ ん┈ゃげ Monitor ┘は┇╄ú

revolutionise  ╄óお┣úｷ╃ßぃ┣ú specifically Ä』┈┼ Äけ『┚
Trainers £｠┈ú╃ ┆┇╀┸ Take for granted ぞ┚ ゐ ２ろ¨ゎ ╄ゎ┇

Spin-off
 ┆┈‒けわ┇ ┈ó┰ßわßぐま┤
 ñろい Äゎ┾┻┣¨ゑわ┇

【╃à┇

UNIT 11 ŝ THE FINAL FRONTIER
MODULE 4



Q Space exploration is:

Q Arguments for space explorations:

Q Arguments against space exploration:

Q The risks of space exploration:

Q Earth is conducive to human habitation because of:

Q Why explore Mars?

Q Earth and Venus?

Q Space technology made planes



Q That teacher gives out class a quiz every week.

Q We play tennis here every Thursday.

Q My sister served dinner around 9 pm.

Q I completed many tasks without anyoneｺs help.

Q The computer is processing the data.

Q Our teacher is explaining grammar.

Q The police were investigating the crime-scene.

Q My Ipad was showing weird messages.

Passive Voice

Q I have written 20 invitation cards for everyone.

Q She has called the company recently.

Q The author had published a book before the war started.

Q The referee had started the match before I arrived.

Q I will prepare the reports for the manager.



Q That man can type 20 pages very fast without stopping.

Q Mona has to walk 3 kilometers everyday to stay fit.

Q Mona had to walk 3 kilometers everyday to stay fit.

Correlative Conjunctions

Q _______ Ahmad and his brother _______ .

Q _______ Roses and lilies _______ very beautiful.

Q We need to hire _______ a nurse and a technician

Q _______ Ahmad or his brother _______

Q _______ Roses or lilies _______ very beautiful.

Q We need to hire _______ a nurse or a technician.

Q _______ Ahmad nor his brother _______

Q _______ Roses nor lilies _______ very beautiful.

Q We need to hire _______ a nurse nor a technician.



Unit 12

Word meaning Word meaning

abstract ┽ ２╄┯ゎ Arbitrarily £Ö┇ß〈い れま〈┚
Audience ╃ßだゑ┰ BSc ╋ßú╃ßわ┈ま┚

Digit ゐは╃ Genius  ┆┈み╀わ┇ｷÄú╄の┙あわ┇
MSc ╄ó┣¨┰┈ゎ Outstanding  ╆óゑゎｷれぢ╀ゎ
PhD ぜ┇╃ß┣み┽ Precocious  ぽ╆┯あゎ れけぅ-¢╄の┙い

Randomly £Ö┇ß〈い れま〈┚ Prodigy  ぽ╆┯あゎ れけぅ-¢╄の┙い
Talents Ä┙ぢßゎ Tour  るß┯┣úｷれ ２のぐ┣ú
Virtuoso がßぐけわ┇ £こ ょ┾┙ゎ Acquire ┘¨┣まú

Attire ′┚üゎ Deputy ′óÖ╄わ┇ ┘Ö┈げ
Electrochemical £Ö┈óゑóみí╄だみ Forum  Ñ┾ぐゎｷñの┣ろゎ

Medallist ┡┈óわ┇┾óゎ ñろい ╆Ö┈┸ Reactor れい┈けゎ
Sewage ¢╃┈┯ゑわ┇ Sponsor £ゑ‶╄わ┇ £い┇╄わ┇

unprecedented ぬß┙¨ゎ ╄óか Accusation ん┈だ┤┇
Agonise  ねろは ┘┙¨ú-ぁお｠ Extravagantly ぞ┚ えわ┈┙ゎ れま〈┚

High-living Äだこ╄ゎ ぽ┈ó┸ Jockey ╋╃┈こ
Repudiate 】こ╄ú Season ゐ‶ßゎ
Accolade Äóわ┇┾óゎ Aligned  ┘┤╄ゎｷきßけ『ゎ
Bladder Äげ┈┧ゑわ┇ Eternity ┾┚ô┇
Genetics ┡┈ぐó┯わ┇ ゐろい Gifted ┗ßぢßゎ

Molecular £½ú╆┰ Nomination ┶ó〉╄┤
Non-invasive £┸┇╄┰ れ ２┼┾┤ がí┾┚ Recipient  £のろ┣ゎｷゐろ┣¨ゎ
Researcher ┦┸┈┚

UNIT 12 - GENIUSES
MODULE 4



Q A child prodigy is:

Q We should treat child prodigies as children with special needs because:

Q We should not treat child prodigies as children with special needs because:

Q How should we treat child prodigies?

Q The advantages of being a child prodigy:

Q The disadvantages of being a child prodigy:

Q How can we improve out talents?



Q She won many titles. She calculates big math problems quickly.

Q He started horse riding at a young age. He became the youngest rider to
win a price.

Q He was the highest paid player. He earns 2 million dollars a year.

Q She continued singing. She ignored everyone who criticized her.

Q She is _____________ _______her father.

Q My teacher is ___________________any other influencer

Q Physics is ________________Chemistry.

Q My children are noisy. Your children are noisy.

Q Monaｺs purse is expensive and my purse is expensive too.

Q Labor is painful just like breaking bones.

Q A policeman should be trustworthy like a judge.

Joining with -ing

As ... as



Q ON

Q IN

Q AT

Q Present Simple ________________

Q Past simple __________________

Q Past Perfect __________________

Q You will be late for work, ________________ you get dressed now.

Q ___________ you had spoken to the manager, he would have allowed
you to leave.

Q ___________ you felt guilty, you wouldnｺt try to make it up for her.

Unless

Preposition 


